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ABSTRACT 
We apply methods previously developed to give a explicit parametrization of the 
suboptimal solutions to the standard H” generalized interpolation problem. This 
gives, in particular, a simple parametrization of all the suboptimal controllers of the 
standard sensitivity minimization problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the suboptimal solutions of a certain generalized 
interpolation problem in H” which has a number of applications in the area 
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of Hm-optimization theory in control engineering [12]. More specifically, let 
m,wEHOD with w rational and m nonconstant inner. In some previous 
work we studied the problem of computing 
no := inf { ]]w - mqll, : q E H"} 
and more generally computing the singular values and vectors of the Hankel 
operator associated to %w. For Hankel operators with this kind of factoriz- 
able symbol we derived in [3, 8-11, 171 some rather explicit formulae from 
which the singular values and vectors could be calculated using a determinan- 
tal procedure. We should add that our experience in computer imple- 
mentations of the above procedure has indicated that these methods are 
numerically quite robust. 
The purpose of this note is to extend these ideas to the associated 
suboptimal problem. Namely, we consider the question of finding the set of 
all 4 E H" such that 
where p > pa. From a numerical point of view, this problem has been 
considered in [l] and [4], and may be treated through the notion of “one-step 
extension.” The point of the present paper is that once again for Hankel 
operators whose symbol is of the form w%, one may obtain explicit formulae 
for the suboptimal interpolants. (See Sections 4 and 5.) In carrying this out, 
we make strong use of the skew Toeplitz framework of [3], [8], [9], and [ll]. 
We should note that from an applied point of view, it is the suboptimal 
solutions of such interpolation problems which are actually implemented in 
control engineering. Hence we believe that these results may be useful in the 
Hm design of distributed systems. 
Finally employing these techniques, we may even derive a parametriza- 
tion of the suboptimal solutions of the 4-block problem (see Section 6 for 
details), complementing some recently announced results of John Doyle and 
Keith Glover [6]. See also Ball and Cohen [2] for another approach to this 
subject. 
2. INVERTIBILITY OF SKEW TOEPLITZ OPERATORS 
In this section, we will write down an explicit formula for the inverse of a 
certain skew Toeplitz operator which will appear in our computation of the 
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suboptimal solutions of a given interpolation problem. We base our treatment 
here on [3] and [8-111. 
We will first need to set up some notation. Let w E H” be rational, 
and write w = p/q where p and q are polynomials of degree < n. We let 
(as above) m denote an arbitrary nonconstant inner function, H(m) := 
H '8 mH ', P : H 2 -+ H(m) orthogonal projection, S : H 2 + H 2 the unilateral 
shift, and T := PSI H(m) the compressed shift. Moreover, by slight abuse of 
notation, { will denote a complex variable as well as an element of aD (the 
unit circle). The context will always make the meaning clear. Of course, when 
5 E aD, then f= l/y. 
Let p > Ilw(T)I/, [the essential norm of w(T)]. Then the skew Toeplitz 
operator 
A := p2q(T)q(T)* - p(T)p(T)* =’ C C,jTkT*j (1) 
k,j=O 
is essentially invertible, where the “constants” Ckj depend on p and are such 
that ckj = Cjk. We now give a determinantal condition for determining the 
invertibility of A relying on [3, 8-111, and a simple formula for its inverse 
when it is invertible. (We refer the reader to [3] for a more complete 
discussion on the properties of skew Toeplitz operators.) 
In order to compute the inverse of A, we will first have to compute the 
action of A on an element f E H(m). We write accordingly 
f = I? f;.sj, Ef = f fpj{-i 
j=O j=l 
and set 
vt:= [fo ..f h-1 f-1 ... f-n] 
where v’ denotes the transpose of v. Then we have the following result from 
[9, 111: 
LEMMA 2.1. Notation as above. Let 
P(I) = f PjCjP a({)= 5 ‘yip 
j=O j=O 
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be polynomials of degree < n. Then 
P(WU’)*f= Ef - Qa,p~ 
where 
for 
n n 
M a,P :=PM, - m 1 c c ?iikPiM,j[i-j-k 
i>j+kk=l j=l 
with M,({- ‘) = Ey= IM,j{Pj, a 1 X n row matrix with j th element equal to 
f: cilpi+j-l, 
i-j 
and 
N a,p :=m 
n-l n n-j 72 
c c pka,{-l--l+k C C pka,{ s-i+k . . a,& 
i=O kai+l i=O k>i+j 
Proof. The proof follows by linearity and the facts 
7'*jf=ypjf-({-lfo+ . . . +{-lhpl) 
and 
Tjf={jf-m({j-lf_l+ ... + f_j). n 
Notice that from (2.1) we have 
Af = (PHILIP- IP12)f + (Q,,, - p2Qq,,)v. (2) 
Clearly, A is invertible if and only if the condition Af = 0 means that 
f= 0 for f E H(m). So suppose that Af = 0 for some f E H(m). Then we 
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see that 
(P21921 - kd2)f= (p2Q,,,, - o,.J~~ (2a) 
Now for (Y a polynomial of degree < n we set G;(l) := lne( { ). Then if we 
multiply (2a) by c”, we see 
(P2G9 - p”df= (P2& - S,.,)~ (3) 
where o,,, := <nQ4,9 and similarly for o,,,. We now make the following 
assumption of genericity: 
w := (P2G9 - fiP)(S) 
has distinct nonzero roots all of which are nonzero. (4) 
Then we have the following: 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the assumption (4) d(l) has r zeros, a1 ,..., a, E D, 
rzeros l/(Y1,.... l/&,, and 2n - 2r zeros a2,+ l,. . . , a2,, E JD\a(T). 
Proof. We use a similar argument to that in [ll, Lemma 11. Indeed, 
since Ilw(T)II, < p, we have that A([) doesn’t vanish on u,(T) = a(T)n JD. 
Next it is easy to compute that 
from which the required result follows immediately. n 
Now all the functions of (3) are analytic in a neighborhood of D except 
u,(T). This allows us to plug in the ej into (3) for 1~ j < r and 2r + 1~ 
j < 2n, obtaining 
(5) 
_- 
Next put 90( {-I) := {-“9(l). Then multiplying (2) by lnm( S) and noting 
that the resulting equation admits an analytic extension to the complement of 
150 
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[p2q,(~-l)q(r-‘) - p,(s-')p(~~l)lm(~~l)f 
= [P2Q&(S1) - Q,",,(~-l)lv~ (6) 
where Qi,,q({-l) := {-“ti({-‘)Q,,, and similarly for QpO,,. [Note that U(l) := 
m for a given complex function u.] Plugging the I/‘zj, I < j G r, into (6), 
we get that 
(7) 
Note that Equations (5) and (7) f orm a system of 2n equations in the 2n 
unknowns v. 
From the above discussion, we may infer [9, 111: 
THEOREM 2.3. With the above notation and under the assumption (4), 
that have the A is not invertible (i.e., p is a singular value of w(T)) if and 
only if det M = 0, where 
M := 
P2&,h) - 6,JJa1) 
P20q,,bi-- 6,,,w 
P20,,,(“2r+l) - &&2r+l) 
P20,,,(“2i Lb%J 
p2Q,o,&%) - Q,",rh) 
P~Q~,~(%)-- Q:,pk) 
(Note that M is 2n x 2n.) 
Proof. Immediate from the above discussion. n 
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We now assume that det M # 0, i.e. that A is invertible. Consider the 
equation 
Af=u (8) 
where f, u E H(m). Then from the above argument, first multiplying (8) by 
_- 
5” and plugging in the roots of h(l) in 0, and then multip@g (8) by lnm( [) 
and plugging in the roots of A({) in the complement of D, it is easy to see 
that 
where 
(10) 
We summarize the above argument with the following: 
COROLLARY 2.5. With the above notation and under the hypotheses of 
(2.4), if A is invertible, then 
(11) 
REMARK 2.6. 
(i) Equation (11) gives an explicit formula for the inverse of the skew 
Toeplitz operator A. 
(ii) The genericity assumption (4) can be removed via a limiting argu- 
ment as in [ll], in which case M will have a certain degenerate form. 
However, for the remainder of this paper we will assume (4). 
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3. FORMULA FOR OPTIMAL INTERPOLANTS 
In this section, we will derive a simple expression for the optimal 
interpolants of an interpolation problem of the form (notation as above) 
pO:= IIw(T)jI=inf{ JIw - mq()m: q E H”}. 02) 
More precisely, we will find an expression for 
where 
*o,t = w - wept 
PO = II*optllco. 
(13) 
04) 
As above, we write w = p/q as a ratio of polynomials of degree < n. We 
assume that p. > \lw(T)jI,, so that w(T) attains its norm, and p. is a singular 
value. From (2.4) and (2.5) (with u = 0), we have an explicit expression for 
h E H(m) such that 
[P:q(T)q(q* - P(qP(q*lh = 0. 05) 
But clearly then, we have that 
06) 
that is, q(T)*h is a singular vector associated to the singular value po. But by 
a result of Sarason [15] 
wP)*(qV)*h) = *o,, q(T)*h. (17) 
Hence we can conclude with 
PROPOSITION 3.1. With the above notation, 
,qW*h * -= 
’ dT)*h opt * (18) 
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REMARK 3.2. We should note of course that (18) gives us an explicit way 
of computing the optimal compensator for the related H”-optimization 
problem. Indeed, in order to see this, just let 
P(S) = ? Pili> 9(5) = i 9ili> 
i = 0 i=O 
and 
h = f h,(‘. 
i=O 
Then if we note that 
i=O 
and 
l”q(T)*h = i iji 
i=O 
{,+- ([“-‘h,,+ ... +[fL-ihi_l)} ( 18b) 
then using (13) (18), (lSa), and (lSb), we can readily solve for qopt, and from 
this get the optimal compensator for the given WX-optimization problem. See 
[12] for a more complete discussion about the precise relationship of qopt to 
the optimal compensator in HE-optimization theory. 
4. REMARKS ON ONE-STEP DILATIONS 
We would like in this section to briefly summarize the one-step extension 
or one-step dilation procedure for the parametrization of the suboptimal 
solutions of our interpolation problem. We follow the treatments of [l] 
and [4]. 
Consider once again the problem of finding all 9 E I-I” such that 
for P > IlwVN 
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Now set m, := zm, and let TV denote the compression of the shift S to 
H(m,), i.e. TV:= P,(,JIH(m,), where PHcm,) : H2 + H(m,) := H28m,H2 
denotes orthogonal projection. Suppose that (Y E C is such that 
ll(w - cxm)(T,)II=inf{llw-am- zmqll,:qE H”} =p. 
Then if qzPt E H” is such that 
Ilw - am - zmq&II = P, 
we set 
B&l, a> := (w - am - zmq,$t)(l). 
We now state without proof the following fundamental result from [l]: 
THEOREM 4.1. 
(i) Notation as above. Then there exists a circle C such that for all a E C, 
lib - amI II = P, 
Moreover for each a E C, there exists hz E H2, 11 h,ll = 1, such that 
ll(w - am)(T,)hZll= P. 
(ii) Let (P: a D + C (aD denotes the unit circle) be a fixed linear 
fractional transformation. Then the set of all B,(l) := (w - mq)({) such that 
is given by 
{ B&, G(u)) : u E H”, lldoc G 1). 
REMARK 4.2 
(i) The procedure summarized in (4.1) is referred to as the “one-step 
extension” procedure in [l], and as the “one-step dilation” procedure in [4]. 
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(ii) From (4.1), we see that in order to solve our suboptimal interpolation 
problem, we need to find the circle C (and associated linear fractional 
transformation +), and the optimal solutions of the one-step dilation B,&, a). 
This we do in the next section. 
5. PARAMETRIZATION OF SUBOPTIMAL SOLUTIONS 
We will give in this section an explicitly computable formula for the 
suboptimal solutions of the interpolation problem discussed above. We use 
the notation of the previous sections here. In particular, we set m, := zm, and 
let T, denote the compression of S to H( m,). Note that H( m,) = H(m) @ Cm. 
Finally, we set 
(ac3b)x := (x, b)u 
for a, b, x E H”. 
Now let p > Ilu;(T)II. We consider the problem of finding B&l, a) = 
(w - om - m,9,*,,)(Y) such that IIB,J., a>ll, = Il(w - am)(T,>II = P. From 
(4.1) the set of all such (Y form a circle, and in this section we will compute 
the equation of this circle exactly. 
In order to do this, first notice that 
w(Tv) - cum(T,) = w(T,) - am@ 1. 
Thus 
=p29(T,)9(Tv)*- [p(T,) -a9(T,)(m@‘)l[~(T,) -a9(T,)(m@l)l* 
= p2dT,)q(T,)* - P(T,)P(T,)*+ &(T,)m@dT,)ll 
+ Z[dT,)l@dT,)m] - ld2[dT,)m@dT,)ml 
= ~‘dTy>dT,)* - dT,)dTy)*+ w(O)m@dT,)l 
+ a9(0) P(T,)I @ m - ja12(9(0) j2m@m. (19) 
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Now since I\( t(: - anz)( TV)11 = p, from (4.1) we see there exists h, E H( m,) 
such that 
[ P29(T”)9(T”)* - PKMT”)*l h” 
= - w(o>(~~,>~(TJ)~n - 40) (hwm)dTv)l+ 1421dO)12(h,~m)m. 
(20) 
Write 
h,=h+Pm, (2oa> 
where h E H(m) and p = (hy, m). Then from (20) and (20a), we have that 
Set P := PHcnrj. If we apply P to (2Ob), we get the following key equality: 
= - pp29(T)P9(S)*m + Pp(T>&(S>*m - a9(0) PP(T)PI. C21) 
Similarly, applying (I - P) to (2Ob), we see 
(h, [ p2q(T)Pq(C)* - ~(~b’(~v>*l~> 
= -Pp2~~9(T,)*m/12+ljll~(T,)*~l12--9(0)(h~r)(T,)1) 
- a9(0) P(p(Ty>I,m)- @9(O)(m, P(T,)I)+ l~1219(0)12P~ (22) 
Note that since p > jlw(T)Il, th e s k ew Toeplitz operator A := p29(T)9(T)* - 
p(T)p(T)* is invertible, and we can explicitly compute its inverse via (2.4) 
and (2.5). 
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Indeed, set 
g,:= (p29(W9W* - ?Q)&(S)*)m~ 
g,:= 9(O) GYl~ 
and 
g := g, + ‘yg,. 
Then we can write (21) equivalently as 
Ah= -/3g, 
and so by (11) 
h= -PA-‘g 
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(23) 
(24) 
where G is defined as in (10). Hence from the above, we see that 
(h, g) = (h,(p2q(T)Pq(S)* - p(T)Pp(S)*)m) + (k a9(0) ptTjP1) 
= -pp~(~9(~“)*m~~2+P11~(~)*~l12-~9(0)(h~~(~)Pl) 
- Luq(O) P(P(T,)l> m) - ~PQ(O)(% ?Wl)m 
+ l~l”l9(0) I”P + a9(O)(k FQW 
= P( - P”II9(Ty)*m 112+ ll?4T,)*42 
- as(O) (P(T,)l,m)-cy9(O)(m,p(T,)l)+ l~12190N2j. (W 
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Now set 
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y1:= P2119(~“)*ml12- IlPK)*412~ 
v2,:= 9(0)(? PKP)~ 
Y3 := - I9(0) r. 
Then we can express (25) as 
Set 
so that 
(h,g,+Gg,)= -P(Y1+ay2+ w2+b12Y3). 
h,:= A-&, h, := A-‘g,, 
h= -fl(h,+iih,). 
(254 
[Note that explicit expressions for h, and h, can be computed as in (11) and 
(24).] Then from (25a), we have that 
(h,, gJ+ “(h,, gz> + a(h,, g,) + I”12(h2> gz> 
= y1+ CuY, + “Y2 + l@Y3. (26) 
Set 
vl:= (h,, g,) -Al> 
92:= (4, g2> - YZ> 
773:= (h,>g,) - ~3. 
Thus we can write (26) as 
91+ a72 + q2 + 1”1293 = 0. (26a> 
Let my = x + iy and q2 = q2r + iq2i. Then via some simple algebraic manipu- 
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lations, it is easy to check that (26a) is equivalent to 
which is, of course, a circle C with center 
and radius 
$7) 
We summarize the above discussion with 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The set of all LI such that 
forms the circle C of radius R and center TJ given by (27a) and (27b). 
We will now have to slightly generalize (18). Indeed, from the definition 
of h,, and (19) we have that 
I- $ b(T,) - dT,,>] [w(C) - am(Tv)]* 9(T,)*h, = 0. (28) 
Thus we see 
p29(T,)*h,= [w(Q - +W] [&-J - +@11)]*9(T,)*k (29) 
and therefore from 1151 
b(C) - a(m@ I>] *dT,)*h, = &,,(L a> 9(7’v)*h, (30) 
where B,__,({, a) denotes the optimal interpolant. [q(Tv)*hy is a maximal 
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vector of w(T)*.] But (30) is equivalent to 
(304 
We are now ready to give our explicit parametrization of the suboptimal 
solutions of our interpolation problem. Indeed, from (20a), (2Ob), (21) (22) 
we have an explicitly computable expression for the vector h,. Let + : a D + C 
be given by 
Then we have 
THEOREM 5.2. The set of all suboptimul interpolants for the interpolu- 
tion problem 
is defined by 
where B&l, a) and + are given by the formulae (30a), (31). 
Proof. Immediate from the above discussion and (4.1). n 
We will see in the next section how these ideas even lead to a simple 
parametrization of the suboptimal solutions of the so-called “four-block” 
problem from optimal control. 
6. FOUR-BLOCK PROBLEM 
In a number of situations in control engineering, one is led to consider a 
more general suboptimal interpolation problem than the one described above. 
The problem we are about to describe is a suboptimal version of the 
“four-block problem” and is equivalent to the “standard problem” as consid- 
ered by Francis [ 121. In this context, our framework is valid for a very large 
class of distributed systems. We should note that in [9] we solve the optimal 
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version of this problem. See also the interesting related 
Finally, John Doyle and Keith Glover [6] have recently 
important new results in this area (for finite-dimensional 
state-space approach. 
161 
work of 12, 121. 
announced some 
systems) using a 
We follow some ideas of [9] here, relying on the previous work of [5, 71. 
Let w, f, g, h E H” be rational, and let m E H” be nonconstant inner. Set 
(32) 
In [9] we gave a formula by which one can determine pO, and hence we will 
assume that it is known. Let p > pa. Then the problem we wish to consider is 
to parametrize the following set: 
In order to do this, we first note that Ih/pI < 1, and so we may find an 
outer rational function $I E H” such that 
I I 
2 
a +1c#j2=1. 
Write 
f 
-=fl+ 
P 
Then again, since 
lgll < I, lfil < 17 
we may find rational outer functions g,, fi E H” such that 
lg212 + l&l2 = 1, 
IhI + If,l” = 1. 
162 
Now by [5, 71 
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g - 
P 
w-mq 
-____ 
P 
for some q E H m if and only if we can express 
g 
P 
w-mq 
P 
h - 
P 
<I (34) 
g1+ 
-g&h* 
+ 
P 
‘I= 1, such that where IY is a contraction [i.e., a function of (, 15 
and where 
- Ko 
h*(l) := h(S) -$gJ 
Solving for r, we get that 
I-= 
w - mq + g,f,h* 
Pcs2.h. ' 
or equivalently 
r= w + g,fP - 
P&f, 
m\k 
for 
qr:= 4 
P&h. 
(35) 
(36) 
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We can then write 
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w + gJ?* 
P&f2 
= FL%?, 
where F, M E H”, F, M rational, and M is inner. Thus we have that 
T=F-mM+. (37) 
In other words, we have that 4 E S if and only if 
IJF - mM\klJ < 1. (38) 
However, using the second part of Theorem 1 from [7], we can show that in 
(38) the value 1 is not optimal. Consequently, using (5.2), we can parametrize 
all the \k’s which satisfy (38); from (36) we can find all the 9’s which satisfy 
(34). Thus we can solve in this manner the suboptimal four-block interpola- 
tion problem for distributed systems and rational weighting functions. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
We would like to conclude this paper with a few remarks about some 
interesting research directions implied by our results. 
First of all, it would certainly be of value to extend the above theory to 
the matrix case. In control this would correspond to the Hm-optimization of 
multivariate systems. Since in [3] we have a skew Toeplitz theory applicable 
to matrix-valued operators from which one can derive the optimal solutions to 
such multivariate interpolation problems, the ideas of the present paper 
should certainly extend to this setting. This might provide an attractive 
alternative to some of the state-space methods discussed in [12] for finite 
dimensional systems, and would be applicable to distributed systems as well. 
Similar remarks, of course, apply to the four-block problem. 
Secondly, one has the whole issue of the digital implementation of the 
above algorithms in both the numerical and the multivariate cases. Already, 
software has been developed for the computation of the optimal solutions of 
these interpolation problems, which seems to be numerically robust. More- 
over, this software has been applied to real design problems involving flexible 
beams and to systems with delays. (This has been done in collaboration with 
systems engineers at the Systems Research Center of Honeywell, Minneapo- 
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lis.) We plan to apply a similar program now to the suboptimal problem, and 
hopefully once again derive the same encouraging results. 
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